WHITEPAPER

REQUIREMENTS FOR
AN AEROSPACE &
DEFENSE PRODUCT
COMPLIANCE
PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION
Building an effective product compliance program
can be a heavy task for any company, but those
working within the aerospace and defense industry
have an especially difficult set of challenges, demanding a different approach. A complete understanding
of the challenges and requirements surrounding
aerospace and defense compliance systems can help
you build an effective response that navigates those
obstacles proactively.
Aerospace and defense part compositions are difficult to collect data and report on efficiently. In an
industry where there is no room for error, parts used
to manufacture air-ready products have complex
specifications, and are often moved through several
custom processes (e.g. plating, hardening, heat treatment) before they are ready to be sent to the next level
of manufacture. Each of these processes needs to be
performed in consideration of various requirements,
and documented accordingly.

Further complicating the reporting process, the
way parts are manufactured has changed (see Figure 1.1 below). In the past, products were largely
manufactured by original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). However, globalization has led to
an increase in outsourcing. Original equipment
manufacturers often source the sub-parts their
products are composed of from other countries, and
must comply with varying regulations that govern
the way those items are produced, maintained,
repaired and operated. Given that many of these
requirements are still new, your company’s current
system may not be equipped to manage the extra
data collection burden.
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FIGURE 1.1: A TYPICAL AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE SUPPLY CHAIN1
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Companies must take a proactive approach to data collection, ensuring finished products are composed of
approved substances and were manufactured through compliant processes. To do this, you must first form a
comprehensive understanding of how aerospace and defense products are produced. This whitepaper will
help you understand aerospace and defense part hierarchies and how data is exchanged between companies,
and offer best practices to help you mount an effective response to the growing regulatory landscape that
faces the industry.

1.

AeroSpace and Defence Industries Association of Europe. (2017). ASD Sectoral Guidance for Substances in Articles Under REACH. Retrieved
March 23, 2018 from: http://asd-europe.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/ASD%20SiA%20Guidance_v1_Nov2017_1_0.pdf
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THE EXPANDING AEROSPACE &
DEFENSE COMPLIANCE LANDSCAPE
The aerospace and defense compliance landscape has expanded in the last five years, increasing the reporting
requirements with which companies must comply. Legislation includes, but is not limited to:
◆◆

Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) Regulation

◆◆

Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS)
Directive

◆◆

U.S. Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

◆◆

National Aerospace Standard (NAS-411)

◆◆

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

◆◆

California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act (Proposition 65)

◆◆

Biocidal Products Regulation (BPR)

◆◆

Euratom

◆◆

Conflict Minerals

◆◆

Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS)

◆◆

U.S. Department of the Interior’s Strategic and
Critical Materials Inventory

◆◆

France’s Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law
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AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
& PRODUCT DATA
In the aerospace and defense industry, parts undergo a variety of rigorous processes to ensure they are ready
for assembly in air-worthy vessels. Accordingly, simple parts are not quite as simple as they seem. Even a
basic duct connector has multiple components that need to be documented, both for their composition
and for the substances used in the manufacturing process. This is one of many challenges that put
unnecessary strain on those responsible for reporting on product composition.
Step 2: A digital part geometry — a 2D or 3D model
of a component — is created using computer-aided
design (CAD) software. The drawing details applicable
material and process specifications required to create
the component.

THE AEROSPACE
& DEFENSE DATA
JOURNEY
Due to the recent increase in regulatory requirements,
an efficient compliance program needs broad, intuitive data services engineered specifically to manage
product compliance risk areas.
When you look at the process with which product engineers use typical product management systems to
manage data, you can see many inefficiencies.
Step 1: Materials needed to manufacture their part
are defined.

Step 3: Link the image to a bill of materials (BOM)
within a product data management (PDM) or product
lifecycle management (PLM) system, and attach materials and/or process specifications to the part.
Step 4: Finally, the geometry and corresponding data
are sent ahead to an enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system (see Figure 1.2).
Although this seems like a simple process, these
systems provide several barriers that make it difficult
to quickly obtain accurate product data.

FIGURE 1.2: SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF DATA EXCHANGE IN THE AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
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Barrier 1: Uncertainty on Optional Substances
Often, part geometries aren’t comprehensive
enough to include all of the different materials and
processes that can be used to create the finished
parts. In order to avoid the cost of redesigning the part
geometry, engineers will often list alternative materials
as “optional substances.” While this can save time and
resources, it creates uncertainty about the materials
that actually went into a batch of parts. This makes
it difficult to show the part is compliant with various
regulations.
Barrier 2: Complex Data Retrieval
While many of your product’s parts have digital
footprints, often the data for older parts exist in a
semi-digital state. Depending on the age of a given part
number, data held on PDM systems is often created in
data silos beneath the CAD and the ERP system, with
the PDM managing the configuration. This requires
complex manipulation to retrieve substance, mixture
and materials data.
Barrier 3: One Part Number Does Not Equal One Part
When product engineers transmit the data to an
ERP system, it will schedule resources based
on order priority, in-house capacity and external vendors. During this process, several smaller
finished products may get merged in the article transformation process to form a new product ID. However,
in the aerospace and defense industry, the “one product equates to one part number” rule of thumb does
not apply. Many parts within the finished product
were created with different materials and manufacturing processes, all of which need to be tracked and
documented independently (see Figure 1.3).
Barrier 4: End-of-Life & Product Recycling
Because parts and products must be manufactured
with a high level of quality and integrity, you might
think there is plenty of rich data available to support
recycling activities. However, many part lifecycles can
outlive the software applications their data is stored in.
If legacy product information is stored on an outdated
system, it is often too costly or complicated for companies to migrate the data to a newer IT system. This

makes it challenging to get accurate compositional
data, especially in cases where parts are either difficult
to procure or had numerous optional substances defined in their geometry.

FIGURE 1.3 SIMPLE DUCT PIPE
A single finished product may consist of several subparts, which are assembled together to make the
finished product. Substance and materials data for
each of these sub-parts must be documented:
[A]

[B]
[D]
[C]
[E]

[F]
[G]
[H]

[A] - [H] : SCRAPER RING
[B] , [C] , [G] : PIPE
[D] , [F] : THREADED CONNECTOR
[E] : PROTECTIVE COVERING

PRODUCT SYSTEMS
CANNOT MANAGE
COMPLIANCE DATA
Typical product management software is unable to
provide the broad data services you need to respond
to your reporting requirements with agility. It’s imperative that your company has quick access to any
product compliance data associated with your parts,
right down to the smallest detail, at any point in a
product’s lifecycle. This is one of many reasons why
companies are utilizing third-party data services to
collect and manage the bulk of their compliance data.
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AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
COMPLIANCE IN
PRACTICE
Data exchange in the aerospace and defense industry is complicated as it is, but this pales in comparison to the
intricate part hierarchies. Products are often derived from:
Numerous sub-components, with:
Multiple options for substance, material and material definitions, from:
A potentially large number of materials and suppliers, and:
Spread across multiple supply chain tiers
This makes the process of identifying, reporting on and managing accurate part data particularly arduous.2
To mount an efficient program, you need a broad understanding of your part hierarchies (see Figure 1.4). To get
started, you should document substances, mixtures and materials for any parts that are:
◆◆

Internally-defined and manufactured

◆◆

Manufactured to specifications externally

◆◆

Produced under external risk and revenue-sharing partnerships

◆◆

Supplier-defined

FIGURE 1.4: THEORETICAL ILLUSTRATION OF A GENERIC COMPLEX AEROSPACE
AND DEFENSE PRODUCT3
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PRODUCT HIERARCHY COMPLEXITIES
A typical top-level product can consist of several individual assemblies, each with several hundred part numbers,
all of which could contain lower-level part numbers. Many of these parts are often outsourced across multiple
continents (and regulatory landscapes) for fabrication and design work, creating process externalities that must
be managed and documented.

2.

Arcflex. (n.d.) Aerospace Ducting From Arcflex. Retrieved from: http://www.arcflex.com/aerospace-ducting-from-arcflex/

3.

AeroSpace and Defence Industries Association of Europe. (2017). ASD Sectoral Guidance for Substances in Articles Under REACH. Retrieved
March 23, 2018 from: http://asd-europe.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/ASD%20SiA%20Guidance_v1_Nov2017_1_0.pdf
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Because much of this work is performed externally, it can be difficult for companies to properly analyze the materials, primers, paints and processing chemicals used during the manufacturing process. Design change control
processes add another layer of risk, as regulatory compliance requires strict control over who has the authority to
design and make changes to a finished product.
A product’s sub-parts and components can be made in house, with the design controlled by an OEM, or manufactured externally where the OEM may maintain or sell the design to a supplier. A typical aerospace and defense
OEM producer may exceed 15 supply chain tiers in depth, after which the ability to perform material declaration
requests and collate accurate compliance information becomes a challenging and labor intensive process.
Aerospace and defense products also have long lead times and life expectancies. A significant understanding
of the regulatory landscape surrounding these products is crucial, so that companies don’t lose the ability to
maintain and repair these products, which are often tied to lucrative contracts.

FIGURE 1.5: TECHNICAL DESIGN AUTHORITY4
• The Technical Design Authority is the entity responsible for the design definitions.
• The Technical Design Authority defines substance/mixture to spec to part number definitions.
• It is important to understand source Design Authority as company ownership changes over time.
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Administering a supply chain due diligence program
that accommodates for these risks isn’t easy. Companies must itemize every part and process associated
with their products, and store digital documentation
against each tier of that part hierarchy. They also need
to consider and document the substances, mixtures
and materials used in association with their products
at maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) facilities.
Documentation should be rolled up by the suppliers
4.

LIKELY TO CONTAIN
MULTIPLE OPTIONS
OVER TIME

and provided to the OEM that is administering the
survey, which can then communicate it across the
supply chain.
Failure to collect and report on this documentation in
time to meet various regulatory deadlines can have
serious consequences. Without it, your products may
suffer continuity risks from chemical regulations and
other industry standards.

Takhar, Raj, & Liyange, Kapila. (2017). A Chemical Substance Reporting System for Manufacturing Companies.
Retrieved from http://derby.openrepository.com/derby/handle/10545/621656
Takhar, Raj, & Liyange, Kapila. (2017). Top down or bottom up? - Supply chain engagement for material compliance reporting.
Retrieved from http://derby.openrepository.com/derby/handle/10545/621655
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REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS
& THE AEROSPACE &
DEFENSE INDUSTRY
The aerospace and defense manufacturing industry
has always held itself to a high standard in terms of
quality and product integrity, but in the past five years,
its reporting requirements have expanded. Aside from
standard REACH, RoHS and TSCA obligations, companies have had to respond to an increasing range of
data requests. These requirements include:

DIRECT
REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS
At the industry level, the International Aerospace and
Environmental Group (IAEG) has created tools that
help companies report on part biology with greater
efficiency, the two most important of which are the
Aerospace and Defence Declarable Substances List
(AD-DSL) and the Aerospace and Defence Substance
Reporting Template (AD-SRT).
The AD-DSL was designed in consideration to every
global regulation that affects the aerospace and defense industry, including REACH, RoHS and TSCA. It
categorises substances by near-term, short-term and
long-term priority order, in line with anticipated regulatory requirements. Meanwhile, the AD-SRT provides
the industry with a standardized reporting template
for part manufacturers to communicate and roll up
substance data.

IPC-1754
REPORTING
Developed by the Association Connecting Electronics
Industries (IPC) and sponsored by the IAEG, IPC-1754
introduces a structured XML schema to request,
transmit and parse any DSL data across the supply
chain (see Figure 1.6). In adopting the tool, companies will be able to streamline the way they reply
to supply chain data requests, ensuring data is transmitted, receipted, updated and returned in a standard
DSL format.
Leveraging the IPC-1754 data exchange standard
may enable aerospace and defense companies to
transmit a data request down the supply chain, and
then receive data rolled up as suppliers request and
collate data from sub-tiers. Even if your company
does not adopt the data exchange standard, you
will begin receiving IPC-1754 data requests on an
increasingly frequent basis as its use proliferates
throughout the aerospace and defense industry
— especially if your company supplies finished products to the U.S. government, who may request
declarations through the IPC-1754 standard.
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FIGURE 1.6: HOW IPC-1754 DATA EXCHANGE WORKS
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INDIRECT REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
There are a range of additional regulatory requirements that manufacturers need to be aware of that extend beyond those that pertain to exclusively aerospace and defense products, and the substances they’re composed of.
Here are some of the other risk areas that require a comprehensive compliance data strategy that current systems
may not have the capacity to address with efficiency:
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ELECTRONICS
Aerospace and defense products often contain a wide range of complex electronic devices,
including servers, sonar, radar, cabling and lighting. If you manufacture products with any electrical
components, you will receive additional IPC-1752A, IEC 62474 and other data requests.

BIOCIDAL PROPERTIES
Many products contain treated articles, such as carpets and seating, that fall under BPR. All
IPC-1754 requests survey for biocidal property data, which then requires additional verification of
any active substances and their approval status.

AIRWORTHINESS
Regulations that ensure all products comply with safety standards.

SECURITY CLEARANCE
Depending on the product, some sectors of a supply chain may have data protection policies in
place, in which case only individuals with appropriate security clearances are allowed to access
and view data. Part geometry drawings can be protectively marked, making all related data viewable only by individuals with the right permissions.

GLOBAL CHEMICAL INVENTORIES
Aerospace and defense products use significant amounts of processing chemicals, primers, and
solvents in production and MRO operations, which trigger high volume chemical reporting to
international chemical inventories.

EXPORT CONTROL & DATA TRANSFER
At a high level, any aerospace and defense system handling export-controlled data must be:
◆◆

Capable of performing product compliance due diligence

◆◆

Able to distinguish between ITAR-controlled and non-controlled technical data

◆◆

Staffed and equipped to manage ITAR data

ENFORCEMENT
As the reporting requirements facing the aerospace and defense industry continue to grow, so too will the enforcement activities deployed against companies that fail to address risk in their products’ composition. Failure
to show compliance with various regulations could interfere with your company’s ability to fill orders. Aerospace
and defense companies face the following risks when failing to comply with product compliance requirements:
◆◆

Contract loss

◆◆

Fines and penalties

◆◆

Additional regulatory oversight

◆◆

Investment loss

◆◆

Loss of market access

◆◆

Damage to reputation and credibility
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LEVERAGING A THIRD
PARTY TO MANAGE
PRODUCT COMPLIANCE
DATA COLLECTION &
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Partnering with a supply chain data management solution provider will allow your company to perform due
diligence through the same solution that catalogues and manages all of your product data. A comprehensive set
of software and services should provide you with the ability to:
◆◆

Import and organize part hierarchy

◆◆

Pull reports at the touch of a button

◆◆

Collect data efficiently

◆◆

◆◆

Validate supplier responses

Draw from a database that contains hundreds of
thousands of compliance contacts

◆◆

Track campaign performance from
dashboards

◆◆

Improve response rates through a token-based
supplier portal

◆◆

View and report on product composition down to a multi-tiered
material level

◆◆

Collaborate with regulatory leaders, standards
development and industry associations

DATA GOVERNANCE
IPC-1754 will be implemented rapidly throughout the aerospace and defense industry. Data requests made through
the standard could conflict with contractual, intellectual property and national security obligations associated with
your products’ composition and manufacturing methods. A third-party solution provider can help your company
determine acceptable resolutions when proprietary data requirements create conflicts.
Companies that create ITAR-controlled products will have both controlled and non-controlled data. In order to
comply with ITAR, Assent manages data through Assent Compliance U.S. Ltd. The office’s credentials include:
◆◆

ITAR Control Plan Internal Assessment
(Completed in 2017)

◆◆

AWS GovCloud (A FedRAMP authorized
datacenter)

◆◆

U.S.-only email exchange

◆◆

U.S.-person-only instance

◆◆

SOC-Type 2/SSAE-16-validated security

◆◆

Conformity with NIST 800-171
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PEOPLE HANDLING
THE DATA MUST
BE TRAINED
In order to manage broad aerospace and defense
industry compliance requirements effectively, you
need more than a point solution. It takes decades
of experience and regulatory insight to manage the
complex requirements associated with materials and
substances. Staff need to be qualified to manage
ITAR-controlled data, and receive annual training to
keep their knowledge up-to-date.

Assent Compliance’s U.S.-based office staff are
trained specifically to manage complex, ITAR-controlled data for the aerospace and defense industry’s
largest companies. All employees are subject to:
◆◆

A global technical data control plan

◆◆

Annual ITAR training

◆◆

Directorship and supervision from Assent’s
U.S.-based general counsel

For more information about how Assent’s supply chain
data management solution can help your company
manage the complexities of your compliance program,
contact our experts at info@assentcompliance.com.
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